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• Shortly after Pearl Harbor thrust
the nation headlong into war, the
Board of War Communications
called a conference in Washington.
at which all international radio
licensees, equipment manufacturers, representatives of Federal Communications Commission, Office of
the Coordinator of Inter-Amerkan
Affairs, the Department of State,
and others, studied the psychological warfare situation, and found
Uncle Sam pitifully inferior to
his Axis enemies in international
broadcasting facilities.
At ttlis and subsequent meetings,
plans were made to remedy the
situation-and an important part
of those plans was the design and
construction of six 200 kw transmitters, three of which were to be
installed at Bethany, Ohio, about
twenty miles from CIncinnati. The
job of designing, manufacturing
and installing these three transmitters was given to the Crosley
Corp., and its engineering staff
went to work.
Of course, there were a few "impossibilities" involved. There were
no vacuum tubes, no output circuits, no antennas in existence,
capable of such power! The tubes.
particularly, were a serious problem.
They first had to be designed; then
they had to be built, and finally
they had to operate from a 750
kva, 14,000 - volt power supply,
capable of irreparably damaging
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The three transmitter units that go to make up the Bethany installation present an impressive
appearance. The block diagram shows one complete transmission system, primary power to antenna

such tubes in the event of an overload or an arc-back. Ordinarily,
protection against such damage
might be provided by anyone of
several types of 2,400-volt primary
circuit breakers, all of which operate to remove power, in the event
of a fault, and thus limit the
damage.
Most power type air or oil circuit
breakers have what is considered

fast action, when breaking their
full rated current. For this installation, however, the normal
fault current is about 10 per cent
of the necessary maximum rating
of a suitaOle breaker. At such low
current values as this, a good high
speed circuit breaker requires four
or five times its high speed rating
to break the current-about 12 to
15 cycles, or .2 to .25 seconds. Spe-

-I
The building that houses the Bethany instaUation is two separate units, an administrative section and a transmitter section, the former having a
four story tower that serves as a guard station and for a beacon, quarters for resident engineers. The transmitter section is 17S x 75 ft.

each side. To .p ermit flexibility for
piping and wiring a cellular steel
floor was set between two mats of
concrete, the upper layer being the
floor of the copcourse. This steel
"Q-floor" extends from the sides
of the tunnel walls to the undersides of the tqmsmitter catwalks.
Another unusl,l.al design feature is
its cantilever construction. The
high bay has a span of 64 ft. between column supports. The monitor width of the high bay is 99 ft.
To reduce the depth of the girders,
supporting bay beams, 17 ft., 6 in.
cantilevers, were designed on the
outside of the columns, to support
the extension of the monitor beyond the column centers. This
cantilever action produced negative

moments in the center of the span,
permitting a reduction of the beam
depth of the girders bridging the
high bay. The roof slab of the side
bays is suspended from the bottom
level of the cantilevers, producing
a design in which only three spans
are necessary to bridge a total distance of 175 ft., and which, at the
same time, accomplishes the difference in ceiling heights incident to
monitor type roof construction.
Transmitter arrangement

The transmitter section interior
consists of the center concourse,
flanked by catwalks, on which are
mounted six transmitter units.
Directly behind these units is a

continuous wall, in which is
mounted, behind each individual
unit, a group of cabinets which include 240-volt power distribution
panels, magnetic switch panels,
automatic air control equipment,
etc. Beyond the wall to the rear
are individual fan rooms, in which
are cooling fans, water pumps, and
plenum chambers for distributing
inlet and heated air. Directly behind these fan roorris are the transformer vaults, in which the Ignitron
units are installed. Under the catwalks are the filament transformers, and plumbing for distributing
the water to water-cooled tubes.
On the slanted front edge are
water - flow meters, temperature
gages, and water controls.

General view of one g,roup of rhombic antennas, there being nine such groups arranged as shown in the map which also shows the property lay-out

The main antenna switching station provides facilities for connecting the transmitters to the 27 radiators that are used, all being of the rhombic
type. Ail are four wavelengths long. To change frequency two men are needed, one at the transmitters and the other to connect proper antennas

The entire building is thoroughly
grounded, a mat of wires radiating
on all sides for a distance of 50 ft.,
and extending to the reinforcing
bars which are welded together
within the concrete. This was done
to eliminate the possibility of crossmodulation, and to provide a good
ground matting for the transmitters.
Transmission system
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To give a general over-all picture
of the complete transmission system, a block diagram is shown. The
diagram shows one complete transmission system with its three essentials - primary power, radio frequency power, and audio frequency
power - separately obtained and
combined into high power modulated radio frequency energy, which
is radiated by the antenna system.
Radio frequency at carrier fre- Plan view of the combination administrative-transmitter building showing arrangement of
quency is generated continuously the transmitters, power supplies, transformer vaults and controls in the rear section
on all frequencies assigned to this
plant. Separate 15-watt exciters fer power to the antenna trans- former vault, and are connected to
the modulator through high voltage
for each frequency are mounted, mission lines.
The audio frequency circuits cables.
six to a bay, in the control room.
Primary power for these transExciter power is fed to the trans- originate in the control room, where
mitters through a plug and jack the modulating signal is taken from mitters is derived from a substapanel, using multiple, double con- incoming telephone lines, or local tion at the side of the main buildelectrical transcriptions. A trans- ing, and a stepdown transformer in
ductor coaxial lines and jacks.
The rf driver unit, operates at mitter circuit includes a limiting the transformer vault. All rectifier
carrier frequency throughout. Its line amplifier, to amplify the andio tubes and their filament transformrange is 6 to 22 mc. Input power voltage and compress high level ers are located in the rectifier unit
from the exciters is from 2 to 5 peaks, a peak clipper to chop both of the transmitter.
watts. A maximum output power positive and negative peaks at a
of 10 kw can be obtained from this pre-set level, usually equivalent to
Rectifier unit
unit, which is coupled, through an 100 per cent transmitter modulaadjustable link, to the power ampli- tion, and the usual level controls
The rectifier unit also serves as
fier in the adjacent cabinet to the and volume indicators.
a control and supervisory unit for
From the control room, the audio the entire transmitter. Momentary
right.
The modulated class C amplifier frequency voltage is fed at zero contact buttons, pilot relays, and
employs two tubes, operating push- level to the modulator unit of the supervisory relays and lights are
pull, capable of 200 kw carrier out- transmitter. The modulator con- mounted in the rectifier cabinet.
put. Qonventionallumped constant tains three push - pull voltage All 240-v power contactors for filacircuits are used in the grid, while amplifier stages, and a multiple- ments, low voltage supplies, etc.,
the plate circuit consists of a tube class B power stage, capable and a 240-v breaker and distribulumped variable capacity, and a of delivering 180 kw of audio power. tion panel are located in the wall
shorted transmission line section The modulation transformer, modu- cabinet behind the transmitter, as
for the inductance. Variable induc- lation reactor, and de blocking con- previously described. All equipment
tive coupling is employed to trans- denser are located in the trans- dangerous to personnel is com-

Top view of one of a battery of rf generator units which run continuously, have plug-in inductances and may be tun.ed to any operating frequency. Shield has been removed from buffer

pletely interlocked, both electrically
and mechanically.
The antenna system consists of
a transmission line from each of
the six transmitter bays to a common transmission line switching
system. In this gear, any transmitter line can be connected to any
outgoing antenna line. All antennas are of the re-entrant rhombic
type.
Each transmitter is equipped with
a complete and separate cooling
system, which supplies water for
water-cooled tubes, and ventilating
air for general cabinet cooling. This
system is so arranged that all waste
power is converted into heated air,
which is automatically used for
building heat in winter. In summer, heated air is forced through
roof ventilators, causing cool air to
be drawn into the building. A 50gal.-per-hour still in the boiler

room and a 400-gal. storage tank
in the guard tower, with a common
feeder to all systems, supply the
distilled water for cooling.
RF generator

The radio frequency signal is initiated in the rf generator units, a
battery of which runs continuously.
All units are identical, consisting
of a 6V6 crystal oscillator stage, two
6V6 multiplier-buffer stages, and a
final 807 amplifier.
Each unit is assembled on a rackmounting 12 x 20 in. chassis, all of
which are identical, so that any
unit can operate on any frequency,
when proper coils and crystals are
plugged in.
Tuning the crystal oscillator and
buffer amplifier stages is accomplished by midget variable condensers mounted inside the coil

forms. The tuning condenser for
the plate circuit of the 807 stage
is mounted on the chassis, and is
adjustable from the front panel.
Thus, to set up any unit on a given
frequency, it is necessary only to
plug in the proper coils and crystal,
and peak the tuning of the 807
stage. In the view of one of the rf
generator units, the shield has been
removed from the second buffer
stage coil to show the construction.
Audio monitoring is accomplished
by speakers concealed above each
transmitter. Each speaker is driven
from its own amplifier. The input
to this amplifier is normally fed
from a diode monitor coupled to
the transmitter output. By means
of a switch located on the hand
rail in front of the transmitter,
speakers may be switched to the
audio line so that comparison may
be made between the signal as it
enters the modulator input, and as
it leaves the transmitter. Duplicate
speakers are Similarly located in
the control room above the control
desk, where monitoring is accomplished in the same manner. In
addition, there are monitor level
controls on the desk.
Cat hod e ray oscilloscopes are
provided for monitoring the carrier
of each transmitter, and are located
in the control desk. Immediately
below each oscilloscope panel is a
small panel bearing the audio level
control, the "Carrier on" light, the
"emergency off" button for each of
the transmitters, and a key which,
when thrown, drops the studio line,
and picks up the output of a preset electrical transcription machine,
and simultaneously, through relays,
starts the transcription machine
motor. To the right of the public
address speaker on the center panel
is a master key, which operates all

Left is a view of the modulator unit which has three stages terminating in a pair of 891 tubes in push-pull. At the right is a close-up of the final
amplifier designed to deliver 250 kw, 100 per cent plate modulated ~t frequencies between 6 and 21.65 me, with plate voltages up' to 15000

the pre-set electrical transcription
machines simultaneously.
At the center of the desk are the
general controls common to all
transmitters. Immediately above is
the public address speaker, which
also serves as a microphone, and
which may be switched to the twoway FM transmitter, communicatmg with the antenna service car,
without being disconnected from
the regular building intercommunication system. Immediately below
the speaker is a volume level indicator, with its range switch and
channel selector switch. Below
these are the level control and
selector switches for the monitoring
speakers.
The frequency monitoring system
is also included in the control room
equipment, and consists of a secondary frequency standard, a fixedtuned 5 mc WWV receiver, a frequency counter, and an rf signal
mixing panel.
Three-stage RF driver

The rf driver is composed of three
stages, each stage separately tuned
in both grid and plate circuits, and
link - coupled to the succeeding
;;tage. Both the grid and plate circuits of the first stage, a single 807,
have eight pre-tuned, plug-in coils.
Each grid coil is provided with input winding which is selectively
connected to the double coaxial
transmission line terminating on
the rf exciter patching panel.
The push-pull 813 second stage
has two sets of tapped coils in both
grid and plate circuits. The F129B
driver third stage is push-pull, and
has two sets of tapped eoils in its
grid. Both these stages have adjustable tuning capacitances, controlled
from the point of the cabinet. The
129B plate circuit consists of a
copper tubing inductance with
adjustable taps and shorting bars,
and a variable air condenser, controlled from front of cabinet.
A ganged band switch is mounted
vertically and operated from the
rear of the cabinet, by means of a
horizontal handwheel, accessible
from the top shelf. This mechanism
switches all circuits except the 129B
plate circuit, which must be
changed manually. Other front
controls include the third stage
neutralizing, and the output
coupling adjustment, which is accomplished by swinging a small
link coil into the field of the center of the driver plate inductance.

The final amplifier of each transmitter is designed to deliver 250 kw
100 per cent plate modulated, on
frequencies between 6 mc and 21.65
mc, with plate voltage up to 15 kv.
The grid circuit has a fixed bias
which limits the tubes to a safe
value of plate diSSipation, in case
of failure of drive. This is accomplished by obtaining bias voltage
through a high resistance from one
of the low voltage rectifiers. The
voltage is applied continuously, and
in case of failure of drive, the tubes
are automatically protected from
overloads without the operation of
any relays. When tubes are being
driven, the bias becomes negligible.
Cooling system

On each side of the cabinet interior, cooling air is provided through
a vertical duct, connecting with the
header duct, above the entire transmitter unit, and providing a blast
of air on the glass of the power
amplifier tubes, of sufficient velocity for effective cooling over the
entire periphery of the glass.
All program material Is supplied
to the transmitters either by telephone circuits, or by electrical
transcriptions. No provisions are
made for live pick-ups at the transmitter building. At present the OWl
and CIAA programs originate in
studios in the East, and are fed
through the WLW m aster cont rol
room at Crosley Square in downtown Cincinnati, to the transmitter
audio equipment.
The incoming lines are terminated in matching networks which
provide a means of feeding one to
three amplifier channels from any
one line.
The signal then Is routed to one
of four equipment bays which contain the amplifier channels associated with the particular transmitter
inputs, and passes through a variable attenuator and an electrical
transcription switching rela y to the
line amplifier.
The e 1 e c t ric a 1 transcription
switching relay is controlled by
keys on the control desk. Monitoring speaker amplifiers and switching equipment are also located In
the control room equipment bays.
Each program channel has a monitoring take-off at the output of the

line amplifier, and this signal is
fed
through speaker selector
switches so arranged that the operator is able to pre-set levels before
the signal is fed to the modulator
input.
Throughout all of the speech
equipment in the control room,
complete fiexibility is maintained
by use of jacks and patch cords,
by which any elements, from amplifiers to fixed pads, may be isolated. In most cases, back contacts
on the jacks route the signal
through its normal channel, but
the presence of the jacks in the
circuit makes it possible to lift a
defective element quickly, and
patch in a spare.
The moduLator consists of a
three-stage voltage amplifier, followed by a 2 to 6 tube class B power
stage. The first two stages are
push-pull 807 and 813 tubes, respectively, and are resistance coupled. The 813's are resistance cou~
pled to push-pull 891's, located
slightly above the main group of
tubes, and operating class A as the
third voltage amplifier.
The modulation transformer,
weighing more than 24,000 lbs., and
its reactor and dc blocking condenser are located in the transformer vault. This combination was
designed to cover a frequency range
of from 30 to 10,000 cycles, at a
power output of 180 kw maximum
Power is supplied to th e plan t
from a 33 kv loop circuit, with remote controlled disconnect switches
on each side of the t ake-off point.
These switches, both normally
closed, may be opened by pushbutton controls in the transmitter
control r oom , in case of a fault on
either line.
At the substation a 3,000 kva
transformer bank provides threephase, 2,400-volt service, divided
into six main circuits to the transmitters, each equipped with fused
disconnect switches. Three of these
feed high voltage plate supply
transformers, and the other three
are fed through an in duction regulator, and supply a 200 kva, 2,400/ 240-v, three-phase transformer in
each vault. All 240-v power for
operating filament transformers,
pump and blower motors, low voltage supplies, etc., is obtained from
these transformers. Each trans-

mitter becomes an independent
unit from the substation to the antenna 'Switching station.

Rectifier equipment

where it is fed through individual
circuits to the various tube jackets
and coils. The heated water is
then collected in a similar supply
header which carries it back to the
surge tank, which serves as an air
release and automatic make-up
chamber. A similar system of
much smaller capacity is used for
the Ignitron system.

The rectifier cabinet contains
three rectifiers, two of which are
low voltage bridge circuits, one
Transformer vault providing bias voltages of 2,000 and
All high voltage transformers, fil- 4,000 volts, and the other providing
ter reactors, filter condensers, and plate voltages of 1,000 and 2,000.
high voltage control components, The third rectifier is the high voltincluding the Ignitron, are located age, six-phase single Y circuit,
in fireproof vaults, one for each of employing six 870A tubes, and prothe three transmitters, built into vides plate voltage for the moduControl circuits
the bay directly behind each trans- lator and final amplifier. Two spare
870
tubes
are
kept
continuously
Since
the
complete
transmitter
mitter unit.
heated,
making
a
total
of
eight
unit
is
composed
of
two
rf sections,
The high voltage plate transone
power
supply
tubes.
and
one
moduformer is a 750 kva, three-phase
the
tubes,
at
the
rear
of
Below
lator,
the
control
circuit
had
to be
unit, with a special high speed motor operated tap 'switch, connected the cabinet, is a tube switching arranged to provide for individual
in its secondary winding, which panel, so arranged as to make and simultaneous operation of these
operates under load. The trans- switching of spare tubes into the sections. As it is set up, either xf
former windings and taps are such circuit an error-proof procedure. section can be operated as an inas to provide variable dc voltages Six of the eight tubes are always dividual transmitter, or both can
at the load from 5,500 to 15,000 connected into the circuit by means be operated from the common
volts in 32 steps. Voltage adjust- of six jumper straps, in pairs of power supply and modulator. In
ment is accomplished from the three different lengths, no two of case of a fault or tube overload
transmitter control panel, by means which are identical due to the left while both units are in operation,.
of a rheostat connected to the or right twist of the top end of automatic ,isolation of the units is
panel control through a torque each strap. The upper switch jaws provided, to minimize loss of air
switch, which causes the tap just below the tubes are mounted time of the unit in operating conchanger to become instantly re- at corresponding angles, slanting dition.
The heart of the control system
sponsive to adjustments of the con- alternately left and right, and connecting
alternately
to
cathodes
and
is
located in the rectifier cabinet,
trol. At all other times, a halfanodes
of
all
eight
tubes.
and
each function in the operation
minute time delay is automatically
fault
occurs,
the
annunWhen
a
is
initiated
from the push button
operaUve, as the tap changer corrects for line voltage fluctuations. ciator light on the front meter on the front control panel. The
The transformer also returns auto- panel indicates which tube is de- relay panel contains the primary
matically to its lowest voltage tap fective, and it is necessary only control relays plus the annunciaeach time primary voltage is re- to remove the corresponding jumper tor relays. On the meter panel at
moved for periods in excess of a strap and insert it into the only the top of the rectifier cabinet, a
few seconds in order that re-appli- vacant position into which it will set of 50 annunciator lights indicate open. transmitter or vault
cation of power may occur at mini- fit.
The
heat
dissipation
system
condoors,
and the operation of overmum voltage.
sists
of
a
separate
blown-air
and
load
relays,
each of which has an
The unregulated three - phase
water cooling system for each associated annunciator relay, which
power for the high voltage system
transmitter. The fan and pumping locks up after a fault occurs, lightfrom the substation is fed through
equipment for each unit is housed ing the corresponding annunciator
manual disconnect switches in the in the fan room directly behind the light until a reset button is pushed.
vaults, and then through series line unit. Each system is designed to Another button closes all annunreactors for limiting fault, or rec- dissipate 350 kw of electrical power, ciator relays to test for burned out
tifier arc-back, currents, through provide for removal of waste heat lights.
a magnetically operated contactor, in the transmitter cabinets, proand the Ignitron interrupter before vide high velocity air for cooling
Locating faults
reaching the tap changing trans- the mercury radiators on the high
For checking faults in the control
former. Normally the magnetic voltage rectifier tubes, and provide
system, a series of 40 small 1/25th
water
to
the
Ignitron
units.
cooling
contactor remains closed, and the
Each transmitter is equipped watt neon lights are provided on
power interruption is accomplished
with a separate distilled water cir- the annunciator relay chassis, each
by the Ignitron unit. But if an ac
culating system. The pump takes of which is connected across a parline overload should occur or a its suction from an open surge tank ticular set of overload relay contransmitter door should be opened, and discharges the water through tacts, door interlocks, or control
this contactor operates, following finned cooling coils. From here it relay contacts, so that in normal
the Ignitron interruption, to pro- goes to a distributing supply header operation one of the lights would
below the transmitter cabinets, be lit; but, if a fault occurs, the
vide additional protection.

neon light number, in conjunction
with a chart, tells which circuit is
open. In turn, each overload relay
has a neon light across its contacts,
so the exact loc'ation of the trouble
can be determined quickly.
Conventional water flow and
water 't emperature protection are
provided in the filament circuits.
Distilled water pumps, fans and
filaments are controlled by the first
pair of push buttons on the panel:
A time delay provision is incorporated, to continue operation of
pumps and fans until 15 minutes
after filament shutdown. In addition, filament switches are provided
for individual water-cooled tubes
or banks of tubes (depending on
number of tubes in serifs on one
water circuit), which permit changing of tubes without turning off all
tube filaments.
These switches
control the primary power contactor, and short out the water flow
interlocks associated with each
particular tube or bank of tubes.
The circuit is so arranged that
turning on the filaments of the
separate rf section also turns on
the filaments of the main transmitter, since the modulator and
rectifier are needed for its operation. Conversely, turning off the
filaments of the main transmitter
turns off the filaments of both
units.
An unusual feature of the high
voltage control system is the antipumping circuit. Should a fault
occur while the "on" push button is
held down, the power supply interr upter has only one closure, and
will not reclose until the button is
released and pushed again.
Dc voltage to both the rf driver
and the final amplifier is fed
through individual magnetically
operated high voltage isolation
switches. The control of these
switches is arranged to operate only
when the dc voltage is off. Thus,
if one rf section is turned on while
the other is operating, the power
supply shuts down long enough for
switching to take place, then automatically comes on again. The
same occurs if one of the units is
turned off, or if an overload occurs
in either section. To facilitate neutralizing of the final amplifier, a
switch is provided on the relay

panel of this cabinet for individual
control of the isolation switch, thus
removing high voltage from the
unit, and permitting to be applied
to all other units.
Push buttons on the control panel
operate an automatic recloser circuit. When on, this circuit automatically turns the power supply
on after an overload interruption
occurs. Should a second overload
occur, or the first fault still exist,
within fifteen seconds, that particular rf section in which the fault
took place is isolated and power is
reapplied to the remainder of the
transmitter. If no further trouble
develops within that fifteen second
period, the system resets itself and
is ready to repeat this cycle.

line at this point and connec't s the
antenna to the riser, thus completing the circuit from transmitter
to antenna.
No limitations are imposed on
possible future expansion, since it
is necessary only to add more lines
and switches as antennas are added.
Antenna system

The 27 antennas are arranged in
nine groups, six of these containing three antennas eaoh, the other
three containing only two each.
Each group is fed by a pair of
transmission lines. In the case of
the two-antenna groups, lines run
directly from the switching station
to the antennas; but in each of the
six triple-antenna groups, one
transmission line runs from the
switching
station to the middle anCarrier alarm
tenna, while the other is arran ged
A relay in the cathode circuit of to be switched between the small
one of the final power amplifier and the large antennas, since these
tubes operates the carrier alarm two are never used simultaneously.
system. This relay is set so that A special double pole, double throw
it will pull in under normal operat- switch is located along the transing conditions, but drop out if ex- mission line near the antennas and
citation or plate voltage should is operated through a mechanical
fail, and in conjunction with an- linkage system, by a lever at waist
other relay, it operates the alarm, height.
a warning light above each transRhombic type antennas are used
mitter, and a horn common to all for the 27 radiators. Three sizes
six final amplifiers. If a transmit- cover the frequency range of six
ter goes off the air, the carrier to 18 mc, with adjacent size pairs
alarm can temporarily be locked being used simultaneously.
off, but becomes effective each time
These three sizes are designed at
the transmitter is turned on.
mid-frequencies of 16.33 mc, 11.67
To meet the requirements of mc and 9.33 mc, with a low vermultiple switching of antennas and tical angle of approximately 10 deg.
transmitters at 200 kw powers, the and a beam width of 20 deg. at
installation has a structure carry- these frequencies. Antennas are
ing incoming transmitter transmis- four wavelengths long on each side,
sion lines on a lower level, and with a tilt angle of 70 deg., and an
outgoing antenna transmission lines average elevation of 1.4 wavelengths
on a higher level, at right angles above ground. Antennas are conwith the incoming lines. Between structed of three NO. 6 copper weld
these two levels are vertical spiral wires on each side, spaced at the
riser lines, terminating top and side poles, and converging to a
bottom with double pole, double point at each end. Due to low inthrow switches. On short posts herent coupling between adjacent
near the ground are operating rhombic antennas, common support
cranks, which operate the switches poles could be used. Each pole is
through mechanical linkage.
actually two poles, spliced butt-toElectronically, all lines continue butt with a steel sleeve. Poles rest
through the structure as long as all in a 6 in. recess in a concrete base,
switches are in horizontal position. and are guyed at three points.
Operation of a lower switch breaks
In order to avoid wasting up to
the line llit that point, and connects 50 per cent of the power delivered
the transmitter with its vertical to the antenna, by the conventional
riser. Operation of the associated dissipative rhombic termination
upper switch breaks the antenna method, re-entrant transmission

lines have been incorporated, whereby the normally dissipated power
is returned to the input line, properly phased and adjusted as to voltage magnitude, through the use of
stub lines of the proper values and
spacings along the return line. Impedance of the input line is corrected in a like manner, and in
some cases combined with one of
the re-entrant stub lines. All stubs
or the shorted variety are grounded
at the mid-point of the short, to
provide static drain, and lightning
protection.
Transmitters in pairs

Transmitters are scheduled in
pairs so that as one frequency is
becoming less effective in a chosen
coverage area, the other is already
in operation on the frequency next
coming into maximum effectiveness.
To change frequency, two men
are required to make the necessary
technical adjustments in the short
period allowed (usually 15 minutes).
One man re-tunes the transmitter,

and the other makes the necessary
antenna changes and adjustments.
The control operator shuts down
the transmitter after the scheduled
sign-off, and disconnects the frequency generator which had been
driving the transmitter,connecting
it to the proper generator to supply the new frequency. This change
is made on the rf generator patching panel. Then he moves the dials
on the transmitter unit to predetermined settings, or changes
pre-tuned coil condenser circuits as
required for each stage of the
transmitter, beginning with the
lower power stages, and ending
with the high power final stage and
the adjustable antenna coupling
loop.
While these adjustments are being made at the transmitter, the
second man proceeds, in an antenna service car, to the main
switching station, where he connects the proper transmitter transmission line with the proper antenna transmission line. He then
proceeds to the ant.enna group, and

connects the transmission line tothe desired antennas through the
line switches previously described.
Finally, the proper pre-tuned circuits are inserted by use of switche.5
to adjust the antenna for its a.ssigned operating frequency.
Upon completion of the necessary
adjustments, he advises the transmitter operator, who is then ready
to put the transmitter on the air
on its new frequency.
The car which is used for these
operations is especIally designed
and equipped for antenna work. Its
equipment includes a complete twoway FM radio communication set,
with which the technician is In
constant communication with the
control rdtlm.
This FM radio is just one part of
the complete "intercom" system.
which also includes telephones and.
public address systems. The combination of the three affords a
complete and flexible means ot
communication between personnel
anywhere on the property.

